Abstract-This paper presents a novel two-dimensional real-time modeling approach for a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) based on a tridiagonal matrix algorithm (Thomas algorithm). The Thomas algorithm consists of a forward elimination and a backward substitution, its arithmetic complexity of computations being much lower than the Gaussian elimination. In order to use this advanced numerical solver, the differential equations of reactant gas convection and diffusion phenomena in serpentine channels are transformed into a tridiagonal equations system. In addition, a three-level bisection algorithm has been developed to solve spatial physical quantities distribution for electrochemical domain. E. Breaz is with the
I. INTRODUCTION
F UEL cells are considered as one of the most attractive power sources for future transportation systems due to environment pollution and energy crises [1] . Among different fuel cell types, proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is considered as a more suitable candidate for mobile applications, due to its higher power density, lower operating pressure, and temperature [2] .
One of the major challenges in fuel cell research is represented by the design of model-based fuel cell real-time controller. Such controller is essential for monitoring the local state parameters, maintaining the optimal operation conditions, online performance optimization, and forecasting degradation of PEMFC [3] , [4] . This challenge necessitates a fuel cell model that not only can accurately predict the physical phenomena, but also can be effectively used in real-time control implementation [5] .
Different from the common modeling approach, a real-time oriented fuel cell model has more restrictions. The high fidelity and computational efficiency of a real-time fuel cell model are both crucial for model-based control process. Therefore, a compromise between accuracy and computational speed should be carefully balanced based on different applications. In literature, several real-time control-oriented PEMFC models can be found in [6] - [9] . Jung et al. [6] presented a PEMFC real-time model, which considers both the electrical and thermal dynamics. In order to reduce the computational burden, three optimization strategies are used: first, minimizing algebraic calculation, second, model separation, and third, reducing the layer structure. Gao et al. [7] developed a cell-level PEMFC model, which covers electrochemical, fluidic, and thermal domains. A top-down design approach is used to provide an efficient PEMFC model structure. Their model is then implemented in VHDL-AMS language for the hardware-in-the-loop applications. Colclasure et al. [8] described a physical-based transient solid oxide fuel cell model, which considers the coupled interactions of multiple physics. In order to facilitate the real-time control applications, the linear model reduction method is used.
However, these real-time models remain in one dimension (1-D); the spatial physical quantity distribution is not considered during the model-based control process, such as gas pressure gradient in the channel, or current density distribution on the electrode surface. Compared with 1-D models [6] - [9] , two-dimensional (2-D) PEMFC models are capable to predict local phenomena and spatial distribution physical variables inside the fuel cells. A 2-D real-time model can greatly help to develop and online optimize the control strategy of PEMFC system, for example, to prevent local "hotspot" on the electrodes due to nonhomogeneous distribution of reactants.
Many fuel cell 2-D models have been previously proposed in [10] - [13] . In these models, physical quantities gradients are considered since partial differential equations are used to describe the mass transportation behavior. However, calculating such complex physical quantities leads to higher computational requirements, and is dependent of commercial software solutions. For example, the complex computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models are commonly used [8] , [9] , but they are not suitable for real-time model-based controllers since the computational burdens are too heavy. In case of multidimensional modeling, computing technologies, such as proper generalized decomposition (PGD) [14] based calculation or parallel computation [15] , [16] , should be employed in order to achieve computational efficiency.
As an efficient mathematical technique based on the finiteelement method, the PGD technique is able to provide accurate solutions in the context of multidimensional problems. Alotto et al. [17] , [18] apply the PGD technique to the polymeric membrane fuel cell modeling. Compared with the exponential growth of classical mesh-based discretization techniques, the complexity of the proposed PGD model grows linearly with the dimension of the model space. However, the implementation of PGD requires many mathematical investigations for all the physical conservation equations. A fully established formulation should be redeveloped due to a simple modification of physical equations. Therefore, the PGD fuel cell model is not entirely suitable for a model-based controller, which requires fast prototyping and deployment time.
Meng et al. [19] explored a massively parallel computing of a multiphysical fuel cell model, which can be used to investigate the performance of electrochemical and fluidic domains. In order to efficiently solve a complete set of conservation equations of momentum, mass, and species, their model is implemented into the commercial CFD package, and the user code is fully parallelized based on the domain decomposition method. This parallel computing methodology allows the proposed fuel cell model to be used in applications of industrial design optimization and parameter sensitivity analysis. However, this model still does not reach the level of real-time processing, and therefore, is not suitable for a model-based controller.
Massonnat et al. [20] proposed a multidimensional fuel cell model for real-time applications. In this paper, two main assumptions of the gas molar volume and laminar gas flow are presented, in order to reduce the complexity of physical model and further efficiently solve the mass transfer and conservation equations. However, the classical Gaussian elimination method is used to solve the developed algebraic equations, which leads to a limited real-time performance of the proposed model.
During the mathematical development of multidimensional fuel cell model, the differential equations of reactant gas convection in the channel layers and diffusion phenomena through the gas diffusion layers can be transformed into tridiagonal matrix based on some reasonable assumptions. In this case, the tridiagonal equations system can be efficiently solved by a numerical solver Thomas algorithm [21] - [25] .
Xu et al. [25] proposed a 1-D electrode-averaged lithium-ion battery model. The finite-difference method is applied to discretize the ordinary differential equations based on the Thomas algorithm, in order to achieve efficient computation and accurate observation of electrochemical diffusion dynamics. This proposed modeling approach can significantly reduce the computational time while maintaining the accuracy of the original physical model, and therefore is able to be used in the real-time battery management systems.
The Thomas algorithm allows a fast prototyping and deployment time. In addition, the Thomas algorithm uses a special form of elimination and solves the tridiagonal system equations in backward substitution, the arithmetic complexity of tridiagonal equations system can thus be exponentially reduced compared to the classical Gaussian elimination method. Thus, it can significantly reduce the computational time and memory usage. Nevertheless, such a numerical solver for fuel cell modeling has not been reported so far in the literature.
In this paper, a novel 2-D PEMFC real-time modeling approach is presented based on a numerical solver Thomas algorithm for real-time applications. The presented 2-D PEMFC model considers two multiphysical domains: 1) fluidic and 2) electrochemical. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) A novel nonuniform control volumes mesh grid is defined in fluidic domain modeling based on channel geometric form, in order to thoroughly describe the gas flow characteristics by fully considering the flow field geometric patterns of the fuel cell. In addition, the differential equations of reactant gas convection and diffusion phenomena are transformed into a tridiagonal equations system, which can be efficiently solved by the Thomas algorithm. 2) An implicit iterative solver has been developed to solve spatial physical quantities distribution for electrochemical domain. This original iterative solver algorithm is composed by three interactive computational loops and uses a robust convergence method for real-time computation.
3) The practical feasibilities of the proposed 2-D model in advanced real-time control of PEMFC systems have been experimentally demonstrated in an RT-LAB realtime simulator. The computing technologies presented in this paper are original for real-time PEMFC model and completely independent of commercial platform. They can be easily applied to any simulator and real-time controller of PEMFC systems. The paper is organized as follows. A 2-D PEMFC model, which covers two multiphysical domains, 1) fluidic and 2) electrochemical, is proposed in Section II. Section III describes the implementation of the presented computing technologies. Section IV carries out the experimental test and validation of the proposed model, whereas Section V presents the final conclusions of this work. 
II. 2-D MULTIPHYSICAL PEM FUEL CELL MODEL
A 2-D, multiphysical PEMFC model is presented in this section. Fig. 1 depicts the structure of a single cell of a PEMFC stack. As it can be seen on Fig. 1 , the cell was split in seven individual layers along the z-axis:
1) cathode gas supply channel; 2) cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL); 3) cathode catalyst layer; 4) polymer membrane layer; 5) anode catalyst layer; 6) anode GDL; 7) anode gas supply channel. Each of these layers has been modeled independently, based on physical equations, in 2-D for fluidic and electrochemical domains. Moreover, a 1-D PEMFC cell layer level model of thermal domain, developed and fully experimental validated in [7] , has been used to predict the temperature distribution in the direction of z-axis of PEMFC.
A. Modeling Hypotheses
In order to be able to simulate the PEMFC model in realtime while keeping the accurate spatial nonhomogeneous effect prediction and model accuracy, some modeling hypotheses are given as follows.
1) The two-phase flow of water is ignored, but the liquid water saturation, vapor transportation, and pressure gradient are considered in the proposed model. 2) The gas flow in the channel and diffusion through the GDL are considered in steady state, since the transient time constant of fluid is relatively short (microsecond to millisecond) [26] .
3) The activation voltage loss V act at anode side is neglected, since the hydrogen gas has fast electrode kinetics at anode side. 4) The ohmic losses are only determined by resistance of the Nafion membrane. The layer contact resistance and electrode resistance are negligible. 5) The reactants are considered as ideal gases. 
B. Fluidic Domain Modeling
In order to accurately describe the characteristics of reactant gas flow in the channels and diffusion phenomena through the GDL, the geometric patterns of fuel cell gas channels is fully taken into consideration. Specifically, the flow field patterns are taken from a Ballard NEXA 1.2 kW PEMFC stack. The actual form of NEXA gas channel is shown in Fig. 2 .
From Fig. 2 , this symmetric channel design consists of a three-parallel serpentine pattern pipeline at each half-plan for the cathode side, and a single-parallel serpentine pattern pipeline at each half-plan for the anode side. 1) Gas Supply Channels: In the gas supply channels, the Reynolds number can be calculated by the following equation
where ρ is the fluid mean density (kg/m 3 ), D is hydraulic diameter of the channel (m), μ is the fluid viscosity (kg/(s·m)), and V is the fluid mean velocity (m/s). The fluid mean velocity V in the channel is determined by gas mass flow q (kg/s), density ρ, and cross-sectional area A (m 2 )
In the serpentine channel of the developed 2-D model, the gas pressure gradient along the flow direction due to the mechanical losses suffered in straight channel can be described by the following momentum equation
where ∂ P ∂ x is the fluid pressure gradient, f is the flow friction coefficient, which can be calculated by
In the gas supply channel, the gas mass flow of each species (i.e., oxygen, nitrogen, vapor, and hydrogen) is determined by its species composition.
The gas pressure losses due to the excess loss coefficient and frictional loss suffered in the bends elongated section can be modeled by
where L Ubend is the bends elongated section length (m), f f is the coefficient of Kays friction losses, and ε i is the excess loss coefficient for laminar flow for the ith U-bend. More detailed content about pressure drop ΔP bend formula of serpentine channel can be found in [2] . In practice, the parallel straight channel has the advantage of lower pressure loss due to its shorter channel length. On the other hand, the single serpentine channel can efficiently improve the water removal process during the PEMFC operation.
2) Gas Diffusion Layer: The reactants diffusive transport through the GDL for each species i can be modeled by Fick's law
where J i is the diffusion flux, which means the gas molar flow through unit area per unit time (mol/(m 2 ·s)),
dx is the reactant gas concentration gradient. For a gaseous type, reactants concentration c i can be calculated based on ideal gas law
where T is the temperature of reactants (K), the ideal gas constant R = 8.314. The effective gas diffusion coefficient
where P tot is the total pressure of species (Pa), T crit is the critical temperature (K), P crit is the critical pressure (Pa), and M is the molar mass of species (kg/mol). ε is the GDL porosity and ι is the GDL tortuosity. Coefficients a and b are determined on the gases are polar gases or not, which are given in [27] .
3) Catalyst Layer: The reactant gas mass flow rate (kg/s) through the GDL to the catalyst layer is directly proportional to the fuel cell stack current i stack (A). Thus, the oxygen mass flow q O 2 at the cathode side, the hydrogen mass flow q H 2 at the anode side, and the mass flow of produced water q H 2 O at the cathode side due to the electrochemical reaction can be calculated by 
The water activity factor α H 2 O is determined by the water local vapor partial pressure P H 2 O (Pa)
where P sat is the local vapor saturation pressure (Pa), which can be calculated based on [7] . The water transport behavior in the membrane is determined by two water diffusive transport phenomena: first, the electroosmotic drag (from anode to cathode); second, the back diffusion due to the gradient in the water concentration (from cathode to anode).
The first water molar flow W drag (mol/s) is proportional to the fuel cell stack current
where n SAT drag is the electro-osmotic drag coefficient. The second water molar flow W diff is calculated by the equation
where D water is the water diffusion coefficient (m 2 /s) in the membrane, which can be obtained based on an empirical equation [27] . The boundary conditions of water content λ i for both sides can be calculated by (10) . Thus, in the steady state, the total water mass flow (kg/s) through the membrane can be expressed
C. Electrochemical Domain Modeling
The voltage of single cell can be calculated by
where the single fuel cell thermodynamic voltage E cell (V) is calculated based on the Nernst equation
where F is the Faraday constant (C/mol). The electrochemical activation voltage loss of single cell V act can be calculated by the following Butler-Volmer equation
where α c is the charge transfer coefficient, n is the number of electrons involved in the electrochemical reaction, i 0 is the exchange current density (A/m 2 ). The resistance of the membrane R mem (Ω) is calculated by
where A mem is the section surface of membrane (m 2 ), δ mem is the membrane thickness (m), the membrane resistivity r mem (Ω·m) is determined by the membrane water content λ w and temperature [7] .
It should be noted that the fuel cell over potential term due to the pressures drop through the GDL, generally known as "concentration losses," have been already implicitly considered in the fuel cell fluidic model. Since P O 2 ,cata and P H 2 ,cata used in (16) are the reactants pressures not in the pipelines but at catalyst layer interface.
III. THOMAS ALGORITHM AND MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The Thomas algorithm is an efficient numerical solver, which can be applied iteratively for solving multidimensional problems. Since the Thomas algorithm uses a special form of Gaussian elimination and solve the tridiagonal system equations in backward substitution, it can significantly reduce the computational time and memory usage in real-time applications [25] .
A. Thomas Algorithm
The Thomas algorithm can effectively solve tridiagonal matrix equations. The Thomas algorithm consists of two steps: first, a forward elimination procedure; and second, a backward substitution procedure.
A tridiagonal system can be written in the tridiagonal matrix form as follows:
where x denotes the nonzero inputs of tridiagonal system. In order to solve this matrix, for the first line of matrix
Both sides of (20) are divided by b 1
with
In order to forward eliminate x 1 , (21) is multiplied by a 2 and the second row of (19) is subtracted
Then, both sides of (22) are divided by b 2 − a 2 γ 1
Similarly, in order to forward eliminate x 2 , (23) is multiplied by a 3 and the third row of (19) is subtracted
(24) Similar forward elimination procedure is repeated until the n row of the tridiagonal matrix in (19) 
and e n = d n − a n e n −1 b n − a n γ n −1 .
The inputs of tridiagonal system x can then be solved by backward substitution
Thus, the general solution for tridiagonal system (19) can be written as the following equations:
A detailed schematic diagram of Thomas algorithm is presented in Fig. 3 . It is important to mention that, by using this special form of Gaussian elimination to the tridiagonal matrices, compared with straightforward Gaussian elimination O(n 3 ), the arithmetic complexity of Thomas algorithm exponential decays to operations O(n). It means that, if the total number of equations is 32 (the elements number of inputs x in tridiagonal system), the model computation speed can be 1024 times faster compared with conventional Gaussian elimination. Such fast solving speed allows to significantly reduce the computational time and memory usage.
B. Reactants Flow 2-D Modeling Using Thomas algorithm
The control volume mesh grid definition of cathode serpentine channel is shown in Fig. 4 .
Based on the channel geometric patterns, the gas supply channel can be divided into two sections, denoted as "straight volume" and "bend volume," as illustrated in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , the channel control volumes of thin dotted lines are in the straight section, denoted as "straight volume" of gas channel. In contrast, the channel control volumes of bold dotted lines are in the curved section, denoted as "bend volume" of gas channel. The direction of gas convection flow is marked with arrows.
In order to employ the Thomas algorithm, the fluid momentum (3), is discretized in the serpentine channel based on the finite volume method. In addition, all the discretized equations should be transformed into tridiagonal matrix as expressed in (19) . Taking the gas pipeline A (shown in Fig. 4) as an example, the control volume mesh grid definition is shown in Fig. 5 .
Based on the discretization using the finite-volume method, for each control volume, the fluid mass flow entering into a control volume is equal to the fluid mass flow leaving a control volume due to convective gas transport. Thus, for the control volume 1 shown in Fig. 5 , we have
where q inlet is the gas mass flow at gas supply channel inlet. Substituting (1), (2), and (4) into (3), and based on Assumption 2, the fluid behavior is considered in steady state. Thus, the discretized form of (3) can be expressed as
Thus, the fluid mass flow q can be written as
Equation (28) can be rewritten as
where P inlet is the pressure at gas supply channel inlet. Thus, for equations of all the control volumes
the following equations can be obtained
. . .
where l x−y is the distance between two adjacent control volumes x and y. Equation (33) can then be rewritten as the tridiagonal matrix
where P inlet and P inlet is considered as boundary conditions, since they are known. Equation (34) describes the reactants flow behavior in a tridiagonal matrix form, which can thus be directly solved by the Thomas algorithm. After solving (34), the pressure distribution due to the mechanical losses suffered in straight channels (P i+1 , P i+3 ) can be obtained. Then, the pressure distribution in the serpentine channels can be further obtained based on (5). 
C. Diffusion Phenomena 2-D Modeling Using Thomas algorithm
In order to clearly show the calculation procedures of Thomas algorithm, the "fluid adjacent volumes" are denoted as "F1-F6," the "solid adjacent volumes" are denoted as "S1-S3," as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Taking the "solid adjacent volumes S2" as an example. Due to the diffusion phenomena, all the reactants' diffusion fluxes J entering or leaving the volume "S2" are listed in Table I .
Thus, in the steady state, the gas molar flow entering the "S2" is equal to that at its output
Substituting (7) into (6), Fick's law has the following discretized form
Thus, (35) can be expressed as
Equation (37) can then be rewritten as where
where i S 2 is the current density at control volume S2. For the pressure distribution of all the "solid adjacent volumes," the previous equation can be extended to a set of equations
(40) Equation (40) describes the reactants' diffusion behavior through GDL in a tridiagonal matrix form. It should be noted that, the pressure values of "fluid adjacent volumes" P F 1 , P F 2 , P F 3 , . . . on the right side of (40) are unknown. In this case, the reactant pressure distribution on the surface of GDL can only be solved by the line-by-line Thomas algorithm [23] . In order to simplify the algorithm complexity and further reduce the computational burden, it is reasonable to assume that the effects of pressure gradient on the reactant diffusion flow are ignored in the "fluid adjacent volumes." From this assumption, all the pressure of the "fluidic adjacent volumes" can be calculated explicitly a priori based on Fick's law, and are used as known boundary conditions. Thus, all the pressure of solid adjacent can be directly solved by Thomas algorithm.
D. Control Volume Mesh Grid Definition
In the previous sections, the control volume mesh grid definition of gas channels and GDLs, in the proposed 2-D PEMFC model, is considered in a nonuniform manner. It means that the geometry form of each control volume follows the channel geometric patterns. The 2-D model of serpentine channels can be then properly implemented by defined control volumes with the physical equations of fluidic domain modeling presented in Section II. Fig. 7 depicts the control volume 2-D mesh grid at both sides, the black mesh denotes the geometric forms of both cathode three-parallel serpentine pipeline and anode singleparallel serpentine pipeline.
In addition to the fluidic domain modeling, the spatial physical quantities distribution in electrochemical domain (e.g., the current density distribution) cannot be directly obtained using the nonuniform mesh grid. In order to unify the mesh segments distribution in homogenous material such as electrode and electrolyte, the nonuniform mesh grid of gas channels layer of each side are then linearly converted to uniform mesh grid for catalyst and membrane layers denoted by red mesh in Fig. 7 .
E. Iterative Solver for Electrochemical Domain Modeling
It should be noted that V act appears in an implicit form in the Butler-Volmer equation (17) . In this case, iteration-based solvers should be used to accurately calculate V act . In addition, this iterative algorithm should also solve the current of each control volume (current density distribution) and cell potential (fuel cell output voltage), which cannot be explicitly calculated a priori in a 2-D modeling approach.
A detailed schematic diagram of the developed iterative solver is presented in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed solver consists of a three-level bisection algorithm. The first-level iterative solver is used to calculate activation losses V act,n in the nonlinear implicit Butler-Volmer equation (17) . In order to solve current value of each control volume i seg,n (current density distribution) based on the output of first-level solver, a second-level iterative solver should be developed. The thirdlevel solver is the top-level algorithm, which is used to compute cell potential V cell (output voltage of fuel cell).
By knowing the total current value of fuel cell, and setting appropriate numerical ranges for activation losses of segments V act,n , current value of segments i seg,n , and cell potential V cell , the individual current in each segment and fuel cell voltage can be effectively calculated by the proposed iterative algorithm.
IV. MODEL EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Model Grid Independence Analysis
The model grid independence analysis allows us to determine the minimum mesh grid number needed for a multidimensional model. When increasing the mesh number N , if the difference of model output is less than an acceptable range, this mesh grid value N can be considered to meet the independence criteria.
The proposed 2-D model output voltage differences for different control volume numbers N of uniform segments are shown in Table II . It can be seen that, when the mesh number is larger than 256, the model output difference is less than 0.01%, thus, it can be considered that the model outputs are no longer affected by the change of N . In this paper, N = 600 is selected for the experimental validation, in order to give credible and accurate enough distribution results of the proposed model.
B. Experimental Setup
In order to allow a real-time implementation of the developed PEMFC model, the model physical equations, as well as the proposed iterative solver are written in pure C language. The model is then implemented in an RT-LAB real-time simulator (real-time processor operating at 2.5 GHz). The experimental setup of an RT-LAB simulator and PEMFC test platform is shown in Fig. 9 . In addition, Table III lists operating conditions of Ballard NEXA fuel cell stack used in this paper.
For an accurate real-time simulation, the model time step should be settled based on model complexity and computation performance. The real-time simulation benchmark results under different 2-D mesh numbers are shown in Table IV .
It can be observed from Table IV that small differences of CPU execution time are observed from mesh number N = 32 to N = 64. This is because the proposed iterative solver dominates the CPU execution time rather than Thomas algorithm at a lower N . The CPU execution time quasi-linearly increases with mesh number when the mesh number N is larger than 128, since there are more elimination and substitution should be performed in the Thomas algorithm solver for a larger number of control volumes. From the benchmark results in Table IV , it can be concluded that the proposed 2-D PEMFC model can be effectively applied in real-time control implementation, the level of CPU execution time step being on the order of several milliseconds.
C. Performance Comparison
In order to show the advantages of the proposed 2-D model in terms of computation time, its performance is compared with a recently published research [28] in Table V. The pseudo-2D fuel cell model in [28] uses Newton's method to solve the ordinary differential equations, which describe reactant transport only along the straight channel direction. It can be seen from Table V that the proposed full-2D real-time modeling approach can achieve a faster computation speed with a more comprehensive 2-D consideration and a slightly larger mesh number. It is also important to mention that the model in [28] uses a commercial software solver (MATLAB/Simulink), whereas the developed iterative solver is completely independent of commercial platform, and can be easily implemented to any embedded controller of PEMFC systems.
As mentioned before, as the proposed approach uses a special form of elimination and solves the tridiagonal system equations in backward substitution, the arithmetic complexity of tridiagonal equations system can thus be exponentially reduced compared to the classical Gaussian elimination method. This advantage is particularly evident for a larger mesh number. To show further this advantage, another Gaussian elimination based 2-D real-time modeling approach [20] has been used for performance comparison. It can be seen from the model computation time of different mesh numbers in Table VI that the model CPU execution time in [20] is faster than that in this paper for a low mesh number (N < 64). However, the CPU execution time in [20] significantly increases with increasing of mesh number. It can be observed that, when the mesh number N ࣙ 328, the CPU execution time could exceed 100 ms. And as mentioned in [20] , for a large mesh number, the CPU execution time could exceed 1 s, thus making this model not suitable for real-time model-based controller applications.
Although the model CPU execution time in this paper is higher than that in [20] for a low mesh number, the execution time quasi-linearly increases with mesh number when the mesh number N is larger than 128. And it can be observed that from Table IV , when the mesh number N = 600, the execution time is 50.429 ms. Such short CPU execution time further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach, especially for large mesh numbers.
D. Experimental Validation and Discussions
1) Experimental Validation:
A dynamic stack current profile is applied to the real Ballard NEXA PEMFC stack and to the proposed 2-D PEMFC model. agreement with the experimental one for the entire fuel cell operating range.
2) Error Analysis: The mean absolute error (MAE) is used to describe the model errors in Fig. 10 for the entire time range (0-1760 s)
whereŷ t is the proposed model output voltage at time t, and y t is the experimentally measured voltage. The MAE in Fig. 10 is 0.5262 (V). It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the model output is slightly higher than measured value before 1200 s and lower than measured value after 1200 s. This result is due to the changes in operating conditions of fuel cell system during experimental operation (i.e., fuel cell stack temperature, air humidity, etc.). For example, the fuel cell stack temperature during the operation is shown in Fig. 12 and it can be seen that for a similar stack current i stack = 8 A, the stack temperatures are around 33°C at 120 s and 58°C at 1560 s.
The MAE is also used to describe the model errors for N experimentally measured voltage in Fig. 11 polarization curve. The MAE in Fig. 11 is 0.0033 (V) . The errors in the polarization curve are mainly due to the model assumptions, parameter identification errors, and fuel cell degradation.
3) Physical Quantities Distribution: Fig. 13 shows the thermodynamic voltage distribution under different fuel cell stack current i stack .
As described in (9), the reactant gas mass flow rate through the GDL to the catalyst layer is directly proportional to i stack . For a higher i stack , the oxygen mass flow q O 2 and hydrogen mass flow q H 2 increase, and further lead to lower gas pressures at interface of the catalyst layer (P H 2 ,cata and P O 2 ,cata ). Thus, for a higher i stack , the variation of the thermodynamic voltage distribution becomes more significant. The activation voltage loss distribution of single cell is obtained from the first-level iterative solver based on the Butler-Volmer equation (17) , which describes the over potential of the electrochemical reaction kinetics. It is easy to understand that, the activation loss increases under a higher i stack , as shown in Fig. 14 . Fig. 15 shows the pressure distribution of oxygen gas in the three-parallel serpentine pipeline at cathode side, and the pressure distribution of hydrogen gas in the single-parallel serpentine pipeline at anode side (nonuniform mesh grid distribution of each side).
From Fig. 15 , both the oxygen and hydrogen pressures decrease gradually along the direction of gas flow in the parallel serpentine channels, due to the progressive consumption of reactant gas along the channels. As previously mentioned, by precisely considering the channel geometric patterns, the nonuniformity distribution results can be effectively obtained. Fig. 16 shows the oxygen pressure distributions on the surface of electrode (GDL) under different τ .
The 2-D simulation results of physical quantities in GDL layer (electrode) are also illustrated under different oxygen stoichiometry ratio τ , where τ = q O 2 ,inlet /q O 2 , q O 2 ,inlet is the inlet oxygen molar flow rate. It can be clearly observed from Fig. 16(b) that, under a higher τ condition τ = 4.94, the oxygen pressure variation is less significant compared to Fig. 16(a) . That is because the oxygen supply excess rate is higher, and further lead to a more uniform oxygen pressure distribution on the electrode surface.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a 2-D multiphysical real-time model of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell. The proposed three main contributions and their interactions are shown in Fig. 17 .
1) The proposed 2-D PEMFC model accurately describes and analyzes the reactant gas convection phenomena in the serpentine channels and diffusion phenomena through the gas diffusion layers, by fully taking the fuel cell flow field geometric patterns into consideration. Due to the consideration of geometric forms, a novel nonuniform control volume mesh grid is defined in fluidic domain modeling based on channel geometric form.
2) In order to find an efficient numerical solver without solution accuracy loss, the differential equations of reactant gas convection in the channel layers and diffusion phenomena through the gas diffusion layers are transformed into tridiagonal matrix based on some reasonable assumptions. In this case, the tridiagonal equations system can be efficiently solved by the numerical Thomas algorithm. 3) Based on the fluid quantities obtained from Thomas algorithm and the linearly converted uniform mesh grid definition, an original iterative solver algorithm composed by three interactive computational loops was developed, in order to obtain spatial physical quantities for electrochemical domain in real time. It is worth mentioning that the Thomas algorithm is an efficient numerical solver that can be used to solve a tridiagonal equations system. Thomas algorithm uses a special form of elimination, and solves the tridiagonal matrices in a backward substitution. Its arithmetic complexity exponential decays to operations O(n) compared with straightforward Gaussian elimination O(n 3 ). Such advanced solver allows a fast execution time and further significantly reduces the computational time and memory usage.
The proposed 2-D model was experimentally verified using a Ballard NEXA 1.2 kW PEMFC stack and tested in a 2.5 GHz RT-LAB real-time simulator. The experimental results demonstrate the practical feasibilities of the proposed 2-D model for advanced real-time control of PEMFC systems with a control loop time level on the several milliseconds order. Such short CPU execution time allows controller to make fast decisions based on the predicted local phenomena and spatial physical variables inside the fuel cells.
It should be mentioned that the inherently serial Thomas algorithm was sufficiently efficient as a numerical solver for single-core embedded system used in this paper. In a future works, it would be far more interesting and productive to explore other parallel algorithms for solving tridiagonal systems, such as recursive doubling algorithms [29] , [30] and cyclic reduction algorithms [31] , [32] , in order to extend the tridiagonal solvers to practical parallel implementation with multicore processor and further improve the computing efficiency of tridiagonal systems.
